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The Bulletin of Natural Dialectics (Ziran bianzhengfa tongxun 自 然 辯 證 法 
通 訊) was first established in 1956 as Ziran bianzhengfa yanjiu tongxun 自 然 
辯 證 法 研 究 通 訊 (Bulletin of Research in Natural Dialectics) and circulated 
internally (neibu 內 部) until its publication was suspended during the Cultural 
Revolution. In 1979 it resumed publication under the nominal editorship of Yu 
Guangyuan 于 光 遠, an economist, philosopher and high-level communist cadre, 
who was assisted by different editors, among them the physicist and philosopher 
Fan Dainian 範 岱 年 who had already served in this position during the 1950s 
and 1960s. During the late 70s and early 80s the Bulletin became one of the most 
important forums for intellectual, ideological and political debate. Despite its 
name, which suggests a treatment of questions of science and the history of sci-
ence in terms of Engelian-Leninist orthodoxy, the journal played a politically 
highly controversial role. In 1983, for instance, it was accused by the orthodox 
star-scientist Qian Xuesen 錢 學 森 of propagating ―spiritual pollution.‖ The 
book under review here collects English translations of 35 articles selected from 
the first five volumes of the Bulletin (translated here as Journal of Dialectics of 
Nature), which are arranged under the headings ―Science, Democracy and Socie-
ty‖ (five articles), ―Philosophy of Science‖ (seven articles) and ―History of Sci-
ence and Technology‖ (23 articles), respectively. 
Given this peculiar background it would be a mistake to expect dramatic new 
academic insights from the articles brought together in this book. Their sheer 
number makes it impossible to review every article in detail. Since there can be 
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little doubt that the Chinese readership during the 70s and the 80s understood 
most of the articles in relation to a non-explicit political and ideological sub-text, 
this review aims at drawing attention to the different ways in which the articles 
might be viewed as attempts to ―use the past to serve the present.‖ 
 
The first three essays all stress the importance of science in modern society. 
Although still veiled in the rather obscure Marxist terminology of the 70s, they 
show clearly that the definition of science as a productive force was highly wel-
comed by many scientists. The freedom of science and the autonomy of scien-
tists, however, were still perceived as being threatened at this particular stage and 
it was deemed necessary to highlight that such freedom and autonomy did not 
contradict basic tenets of communist science policy. This thread of reasoning is 
especially obvious in Gong Yuzhi‘s 龔 育 之 article on the science policy of the 
Communist Party prior to the founding of the PRC (pp. 13-25). Two articles deal 
with the Qingdao conference on genetics held in 1956. As is well known, this 
conference temporarily freed the field of genetics from Lysenkoism and heralded 
the implementation of a more liberal science policy based on the ―hundred 
schools‖ model. Published in the Bulletin in the early 80s these articles aimed to 
stress the necessity to implement the new science policy adopted at the landmark 
National Science Conference in 1978 and warned against backlashes like the one 
in 1957, which undid many of the positive effects of the Qingdao conference in 
1956. 
The two contributions of the physicist and historian of science Xu Liangying 
許 良 英 stress the intimate relationship between science and democracy. From a 
contemporary point of view, these articles are not particularly exciting. We 
should not forget, however, that when these articles were first published, Xu 
Liangying—one of the Chinese translators of Einstein‘s works—had acquired 
considerable fame as a steadfast supporter of academic freedom and democracy, 
for which he had paid a high price after the purges in 1957.  
The book contains two articles by the well-known astro-physicist and dissi-
dent Fang Lizhi 方 勵 之. In 1996, when the volume appeared in print, the publi-
cation of articles written by Fang was still impossible in China itself. Both arti-
cles deal with some of Fang‘s assumptions on cosmology, which were originally 
based on his observations of the red-shift of quasi-stellar objects. The article 
written together with Zhou Youyuan 周 又 元 on ―Concepts of Space and Time 
in Ancient China and in Modern Cosmology‖ (pp. 55-60) may appear at first 
glance to be a rather crude exercise in highlighting the ―Chinese origins of West-
ern science‖ (Xixue zhongyuan 西 學 中 源). This mode of reasoning has played 
an important role in Chinese historiography of science and technology since the 
late nineteenth century. Already at that time it served different purposes: apart 
from the obvious emphasis of Chinese superiority it was often used as a legitima-
tion for the integration of new knowledge, since this knowledge was supposedly 
of Chinese origin. Given the opposition to Fang‘s theories, which contrary to 
orthodox Leninist thinking supposes a finite universe, during the later phase of 
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the Cultural Revolution, and merciless attacks by extreme-leftist authors, the 
article served to stress the legitimacy of dealing with questions of cosmology and 
the finite universe by pointing to the long history of research in these matters in 
China.  
Of considerable interest is the two-part article by Jin Guantao 金 觀 濤, Fan 
Hongye 樊 洪 業 and Liu Qingfeng 劉 青 峰 on the ―Structure of Science and 
Technology in History‖ (pp. 137-184). This article is, in fact, a contribution to 
the long-standing debate over why China did not develop modern science and 
―lagged behind‖ the West, a problem that has haunted Chinese historians of sci-
ence and technology since the early twentieth century. Making use of a (pseudo-) 
cliometric approach, i.e., organising information on scientific and technological 
achievements in the West and China statistically, the authors try to arrive at some 
conclusions concerning the structure (or, more to the point, the structural short-
comings) of Chinese science and technology. While such an approach may ap-
pear somewhat outdated and unsystematic today (it may suffice here to draw 
attention to the extremely simplified dichotomy between China and ―the West,‖ 
which is nowhere problematised), we should note that the authors arrive at a very 
critical assessment of the development of Chinese science and technology, high-
lighting the shortcomings of the traditional Chinese social and political order. 
The subtext here again is the suggestion that these basic conditions had not really 
changed and that a completely new approach was necessary in order to achieve a 
development comparable to the successes of ―the West.‖ Most of the arguments 
put forward in this article were anything but new and can be traced back to the 
extensive literature on the subject since the 1910s. The generally critical evalua-
tions of most writers dealing with this topic (in times of political crises, such as 
during World War II, assessments tended to become outright gloomy) were 
abandoned only when the PRC discovered—emulating the Soviet model—that 
history of science and technology could be successfully employed to promote 
―patriotism‖; incidentally one of the reasons for the founding of the Institute for 
the History of Natural Science at the Academy of Sciences in Beijing in 1957.1 
Small wonder, then, that since for more than 30 years Chinese history of science 
and technology had been depicted as a series of accomplishments and triumphs, 
this article, being one of the first to offer a more critical view, became highly 
influential. It was first presented at a conference on ―Scientific Tradition and 
Culture—Reasons for the ‗Lagging Behind‘ of China‘s Modern Science,‖ held in 
October 1982 in Chengdu.2 The collection contains another paper from this con-
                                                 
1 The nexus between ―patriotic‖ propaganda and the institutionalization of historiog-
raphy of science and technology is clearly visible in a number of entries in the diary of 
Zhu Kezhen, vice-president of the Academy of Sciences. Cf. especially the entries Janu-
ary 10th and January 13th 1951 in Zhu Kezhen 竺 可 楨, Zhu Kezhen riji 竺 可 楨 日 記 
(Diaries of Zhu Kezhen), Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1984, vol. 3, p. 149. 
2 For a concise overview of the ―lagging behind‖ discourse in China, cf. Fan Dainian 
範 岱 年, ―Guanyu Zhongguo jindai kexue luohou yuanyin de taolun‖ 關 於 中 國 近 代 
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ference, which deals with the question of why Zheng He 鄭 和 did not discover 
America (pp. 289-302). Articles presented at this conference generally had a 
strong impact on the intellectual climate of the time and contributed to the ―cul-
tural fever‖ rampant during the 1980s.3 The argument by Jin, Liu and Fan exert-
ed considerable influence on the controversial TV series Heshang 河 殤 (The 
premature death of the Yellow River), which was broadcast in 1988. Jin Guantao 
served as scientific advisor of the series and both he and Liu Qingfeng appeared 
in the programme.4 
A number of articles discussing the relations between famous Western schol-
ars and China (Bohr, Millikan and Wiener) are exceedingly descriptive and de-
void of any thematic content. They only highlight the fact that these foreign 
scholars had a high opinion of China and worked closely together with Chinese 
scientists. Again, the main message is a political one: academic exchange with 
Western countries was possible and fruitful in the past; let‘s make sure it will be 
so once again in the present and the future. 
Of course, the volume contains a number of articles that fit neatly into the 
dominant ―patriotism‖ paradigm of Chinese historiography of science. Qiu 
Lianghui‘s 邱 亮 輝 contribution on ―Metallurgical Technology in Ancient Chi-
na‖ (pp. 219-242), for example, insists on a unique development path of Chinese 
metallurgical technology and may thus be viewed as a contribution to a debate 
which remains unresolved today. While stressing the uniqueness of ancient Chi-
nese technology was cherished as an almost absolute value by many Chinese 
historians of science and technology, Qiu‘s article was obviously still influenced 
by the Chinese-Soviet schism. His main target is Soviet diffusionists who claimed 
that early Chinese bronze-technology was directly influenced by early cultures in 
Siberia.  
                                                                                                              
科 學 落 後 原 因 的 討 論 (Discussions on the reasons why modern Chinese science 
‗lagged behind‘), Ershiyi shiji (Twenty-first century), 1997: 12, pp. 18-29. Discussions of 
this question, also known as the ―Needham puzzle,‖ have once again intensified in recent 
years. Cf. Liu Dun 劉 鈍 and Wang Yangzong 王 揚 宗 (eds.), Zhongguo kexue yu kexue 
geming. Li Yuese nanti jiqi xiangguan wenti yanjiu lunzhu xuan 中 國 科 學 與 科 學 革 
命。李 約 瑟 難 題 及 其 相 關 問 題 研 究 論 著 選 (Chinese science and the scientific 
revolution. A collection of publications examining the ‗Needham puzzle‘ and related 
issues), Shenyang: Liaoning jiaoyu chubanshe, 2002.  
3 The contributions to this conference were published as Zhongguo kexueyuan ―Ziran 
bianzhengfa tongxun‖ zazhishe 中 國 科 學 院 自 然 辯 證 法 通 訊 雜 誌 社 (ed.), 
Kexue chuantong yu wenhua – Zhongguo jindai kexue luohou de yuanyin 科 學 傳 統 與 
文 化—中 國 近 代 科 學 落 後 的 原 因 (The scientific tradition and culture—The 
reasons for the ‗lagging behind‘ of modern Chinese science), Xian: Shaanxi kexue jishu 
chubanshe, 1983. 
4 Cf. Chen Fong-ching and Jin Guantao, From Youthful Manuscripts to River Elegy. 
The Chinese Popular Cultural Movement and Political Transformation 1979–1989, 
Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 1997, pp. 215-237. 
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A similar line of attack, this time directed against Western historians of sci-
ence and technology, can be observed in Mei Rongzhao‘s 梅 榮 照 article on Liu 
Hui‘s 劉 徽 mathematical theories (pp. 243-254). Mei claims that, contrary to 
Western assumptions, traditional Chinese mathematics was based on theories and 
contained elements that could be considered as proofs. The Chinese failure to 
develop a set of mathematical symbols is blamed on the special nature of the 
Chinese script. 
Some articles can be viewed as early indicators of certain tendencies in the 
historiography of science and technology, which became more pronounced in the 
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. For example, an article on ―Scien-
tific Development in Anhui‖ written by Zhang Binglun 張 秉 倫 (pp. 327-344) 
expounds the scientific contributions by men from Anhui and thus anticipates the 
recent trend to construct distinct regional and provincial identities. It is not very 
convincing, however, in explaining why some developments could happen only 
in Anhui and nowhere else. Since the early 1980s, research on the nature of sci-
entific exchanges between the West and China since the middle of the nineteenth 
century has become a rather fashionable topic. While this issue had indeed been 
somewhat neglected by Chinese and Western researchers, the reason for its re-
emergence is once again political, since it highlights the importance of scientific 
exchange in general. The biographical sketches of Li Shanlan 李 善 蘭 (pp. 345-
368) and Hua Hengfang 華 蘅 芳 (pp. 369-394), two highly influential and bril-
liant mathematicians of the late nineteenth century, who were extensively in-
volved into the translation of Western scientific texts, provide a wealth of some-
times minor but nevertheless important information. While some of their findings 
have been superseded by more recent research (cf. especially the unfortunately 
unpublished dissertation by Horng Wann-sheng5), the account of the psychologi-
cal strains that the translation of Western scientific books (in this case Dana‘s 
Manual of Mineralogy) exerted on Hua Hengfang again reminds us of the diffi-
culties of scientific translation in a time when no appropriate terminology existed. 
At the same time, it showcases the singular contributions of early scientific trans-
lators, such as Li Shanlan, Hua Hengfang and their Western collaborators. A 
similar ordeal had already been experienced by Li Zhizao 李 之 藻, the Chinese 
translator of Aristotelian logic in the seventeenth century.6 In contrast to Li Zhi-
zao‘s efforts, however, Li and Hua‘s achievements were highly influential for the 
development of ―modern‖ science in late nineteenth-century China. Another 
contribution in the sphere of Chinese-Western exchange is the article by Wang 
Zichun 汪 子 春 and Zhang Binglun on the opponents of evolutionary theory in 
                                                 
5 Cf. Horng Wann-sheng, ―Li Shanlan: The Impact of Western Mathematics in China 
During the Late 19th Century,‖ unpublished Ph.D. diss., City University of New York, 
1991. 
6 Cf. Kurtz, Joachim, ―The Discovery of Chinese Logic. Genealogy of a Twentieth-
Century Discourse,‖ unpublished Ph.D diss., University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, 2003, 
chap. one. 
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early twentieth-century China (pp. 289-302). Although underestimating the polit-
ical implications of the very special reception of Darwinism in twentieth-century 
China, this article supplements research on the reception of evolutionary thought 
in China by showing convincingly that not everybody in China at that time 
wholeheartedly embraced Darwinism in the way observed by Pusey.7 Opposition 
to Darwinist ideas was fairly widespread, even if based mainly on religious, i.e., 
Catholic grounds.  
A new approach related to the history of mathematics is explored in Liu 
Dun‘s 劉 頓 article on Archimedes and Liu Hui‘s studies on circles (pp. 279-
287). By focusing on a single mathematical object, Liu Dun provides a rather 
detailed comparison of how this problem was treated in China and in ancient 
Greece. 
Finally, I would like to draw attention to two articles on the historiography of 
science and technology. While not exactly offering new insights, Lu Jingyan‘s 陸 
敬 嚴 article on the ―South Pointing Chariot‖ (pp. 267-278)8 is interesting, as it 
succeeds in showing the extent to which the earliest phase of historiography on 
science and technology in China, i.e., the first twenty to thirty years of the twenti-
eth century, was dominated by close Chinese-Western interaction. The south-
pointing chariot is an informative case in point. Studies by Western sinologists—
in this case Giles and Moule, whose work was translated into Chinese by Zhang 
Yinlin 張 蔭 麟 (whose role in the historiography of technology in China is often 
overlooked)—prompted the establishment of a whole new field of research in 
China. Similar developments can be observed in respect to other recurrent topics 
in Chinese historiography of science and technology.  
Lin Wenzhao 林 文 照 provides a very brief and largely descriptive introduc-
tion to the development of Chinese historiography of science and technology (pp. 
199-205). The fact that his article mainly consists of names of historians of sci-
ence and technology and the titles of their respective works underlines how ur-
gent a much more thorough and critical treatment of the historiography of science 
and technology in China itself has become today.  
Given the rather complex contents of the book, the translation is executed 
quite skilfully, although in some cases idiosyncratically. The sometimes unortho-
dox, inconsistent and sometimes faulty use of the pinyin romanisation system 
(e.g., Ying instead of Yin dynasty) make reading less than a pleasure. 
In conclusion I would suggest that large parts of the volume should be read as 
a sourcebook for Chinese debates on science and democracy in the late 1970s 
and early 80s. These debates were of great importance for the direction of PRC 
science policy and the emergence of dissident opinions within the scientific 
                                                 
7 See James Reeve Pusey, China and Charles Darwin, Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press (Harvard East Asian Monographs; 100), 1983; and id., Lu Xun and Evolu-
tion, Albany, New York: Suny Press (Suny Series in Philosophy and Biology), 1998. 
8 The book mistakenly gives vol. III (1) of the Journal as the source for the article, it 
should be VI (1), however. 
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community that influenced the course of events leading up to the demonstrations 
in 1989. As such, it seems advisable to read the book in connection with the 
substantial studies focusing on these debates, especially the articles and books by 
James H. Williams, David A. Kelly, Lyman H. Miller, and others.9 It is therefore 
highly regrettable that the editors of the book largely refrained from providing 
references to current research. 
 
                                                 
9 Cf. for example David A. Kelly, ―Chinese Controversies on the Guiding Role of 
Philosophy over Science,‖ Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs 14 (1985), pp. 21-35; 
James H. Williams, ―Fang Lizhi‘s Expanding Universe,‖ China Quarterly 123 (1990), pp. 
459-484; id. (ed.), Bringing Down the Great Wall. Writings on Science, Culture and 
Democracy in China. Fang Lizhi, New York: Norton, 1992; Lyman Miller, Science and 
Dissent in Post-Mao China: The Politics of Knowledge, Seattle: Washington University 
Press, 1996. 
